
Captain’s log, stardate 67097.0: 

USS Sarek is currently in orbit over Elehu, one of two Romulan colonies established in 

the Fifth Fleet Area of Responsibility in the wake of the Hobus Tragedy of 2387.  We are 

here to evaluate the colony’s progress and viability and prepare a report that will be 

transmitted to the new Romulan government while continuing to offer humanitarian aid 

and promote good will between the Federation and Romulan citizens. 

Parker, out. 

 

 

 USS Sarek commanding officer Captain Jo Ann Parker, her first officer Commander A-ZuRQuIL, and 

ship’s chief medical officer Doctor Timothy Malin were meeting with colonial governor S’Task in his office on the 

surface of Bharani III.  The governor had just guided the Sarek away team on a brief tour of the colony, highlighting 

the new farms and production facilities – many of the plants and livestock having been supplied by the Federation 

Starbase 719 – that were beginning to help the relatively new colony become self-sufficient.  Now, as everyone sat 

in the governor’s office enjoying steaming cups of Vulcan spice tea that the Sarek had transported from the starbase, 

Parker spoke on behalf of her crew. 

 “I must say, Governor, I am very impressed by what you have shown me here,” Parker said to S’Task.  

“Few colonies I have seen progress quite as successfully and quickly as yours has.  Particularly when you consider 

the circumstances that prompted its establishment.” 

 “Our people have worked hard to succeed,” S’Task replied.  “To return to the lifestyles to which they were 

accustomed before the destruction of Romulus and Remus, Captain.  I believe we have made progress in that regard.  

We are determined not to become a burden to others, as many refugee populations often do.  We appreciate the aid 

the Federation has provided, giving my people temporary shelter aboard Starbase 719 and then helping us build our 

colony here on Bharani III, but we must become our own people once again, especially since the Empire is just 

starting to regain its footing.” 

 “We’ll still be here to provide whatever help you may need in the months and years ahead,” Dr. Malin 

offered. 

 “We appreciate your support,” the governor remarked with a nod just as Parker’s combadge chirped and the 

excited-sounding voice of the Sarek’s new chief of security – April Mendez – was heard. 

 “Sarek to Captain Parker!” 

 Parker glanced at her first officer before tapping her combadge and saying, “Parker here.  What is it, 

Major?” 

 “Captain, we’ve just had at least four Romulan warbirds – D’Derridex-class – de-cloak in orbit, nearly 

surrounding us,” Major Mendez announced.  “Their senior officer demands to speak with you!” 

 Parker now looked at Governor S’Task and asked, “Were you aware of a fleet of warbirds coming here, 

Governor?” 

 S’Task actually looked a little startled, a fact noted by A-ZuRQuIL, as he said, “We have not had any 

elements of the Romulan fleet visit our colony since it was established eighteen months ago, Captain.  I was not 

informed of any military presence being sent here by the new central government.” 

 “I don’t like the sound of this, Quil,” Parker said to her first officer.  “We need to get back up to the Sarek.”  

She then stood up and placed her teacup down on the edge of the governor’s desk as she said, “It appears we need to 

cut our visit today a little short, Governor.  I’ll contact you as soon as I know what’s going on.” 

 “I look forward to hearing back from you, Captain,” S’Task replied, shaking the human woman’s hand as 

she, A-ZuRQuIL and Malin gathered together. 

 “Sarek, this is the Captain.  Three to beam up.” 

 “We’re locked on to you, Captain,” the voice of the transporter chief replied.  “Energizing.”  A moment 

later, the three Starfleet officers dematerialized in the sparkle of the transporter beam. 

 



* * * * 

 

 Minutes later, Parker and A-ZuRQuIL emerged on the bridge of the Sarek from the forward turbolift and 

walked right towards where a Betazoid woman sat in the command seat. 

 “Status, Commander?” Parker asked Jo Ann Tredworth as she glanced at the viewscreen, where four large 

green warbirds were visible, before she stepped up the short flight of stairs to where chief science officer was just 

getting out of the center seat. 

 “Commander of the lead warbird is standing by for you on channel 2, Captain,” Tredworth reported before 

stepping away from the center seat. 

 As A-ZuRQuIL sat down in the seat to her right, Parker looked toward the large main viewscreen and said, 

“This is Captain Jo Ann Parker of the USS Sarek.  To whom do I have the pleasure of speaking?” 

 The viewscreen quickly blinked to the image of the lead warbird’s bridge, where a severe-looking Romulan 

man with a widow’s peak haircut typical of his race sat.  To Parker’s surprise, he was not wearing the Romulan 

military uniform she was used to – slightly altered since the formation of the new Romulan government – but one 

made of deep purple fabric with elaborate insignia around the collar and a sash across his chest, though the 

unfamiliar uniform retained the broad pointed shoulders favored by the Romulans for at least the last twenty five 

years. 

 “Captain Parker, I am Commander Maiek of the Rihannsu Imperial Warbird i’Ramnau, and I have 

contacted you only as a courtesy.” 

 A shock ran down Parker’s spine as she realized the warbird commander had used the name Rihannsu 

rather than Romulan. 

 “You are to depart Rihannsu space as quickly as possible,” Maiek continued.  “If your ship does not break 

orbit within the next five of your minutes, my fleet will open fire on you.  The choice is yours, Captain.” 

 “Commander, we are here at the invitation of Governor...,” Parker started to say before she was cut off by 

the warbird commander. 

 “Governor S’Task’s authority has been severely curtailed for the foreseeable future.  Until our current... 

issues... are resolved, I am in charge here, Captain.”  The commander glared at Parker through the viewscreen and 

added, “Four minutes thirty seconds...” 

 Parker’s face took on a look of barely controlled anger as she looked at Maiek for several seconds in 

silence.  She then turned around to face Major Mendez and made a cutting motion across her throat.  Mendez 

immediately cut the transmission and the viewscreen returned to the image of the four warbirds facing the Sarek in 

orbit. 

 “What do we do, Captain?” A-ZuRQuIL asked, looking at the still standing Parker. 

 “Helm, set course for Home Plate,” Parker said as she finally sat in the command chair. 

 “We’re not going to do anything, Captain?” Mendez asked in disbelief, voicing what many on the bridge 

were thinking. 

 “What can we do, Major?” Parker asked, partly turning to look behind her.  “We’re outnumbered and 

outgunned at the moment.  One of my responsibilities is to ensure the safety of this vessel and her crew.  We can’t 

report on what occurred here today if we’ve been destroyed by some power-mad Romulan warlord!”  She glanced to 

her right to gauge A-ZuRQuIL’s opinion.  The Capellan merely nodded subtly. 

 “Captain, course plotted and laid in,” the helmsman reported. 

 “Very well.  Break orbit.  And let me know the instant we’ve left the system.  I want to send a subspace 

communiqué to Home Plate and inform them of what has happened here.” 

 As the Sarek departed orbit over Elehu, the fleet of warbirds – which numbered more than half a dozen – 

spread out into individual orbits of their own, directly above the continent on which the Romulan colony had been 

built.  As the Sarek passed beyond the orbit of the planet’s second and furthest moon, Mendez announced, “Captain, 

we’re receiving a general subspace message from the Rom... I mean, Rihannsu fleet orbiting Elehu.  Audio only.” 

 “On speakers, Major,” Parker ordered, her voice sounding irritated. 



 Within seconds, the voice of the warbird commander Parker had just confronted sounded from the speakers 

saying, “On behalf of Emperor T’K’Lon, the Rihannsu Star Empire announces the liberation of our colony on 

Bharani III from the control and exploitation of the illegitimate Romulan government on Belak III.  Our citizens 

have welcomed Rihannsu military forces with open arms as we assist in their transition from occupation to 

protection by the Empire.  Long live the Emperor!” 

 “Damn!” Parker whispered to herself. 
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 Several days later, in Ops aboard Starbase 719, Typhon Sector Coordinator Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh – 

who had recently undergone her own crisis, being accused of and taken to trial for a murder she had not committed – 

was hosting a meeting – mainly via holographic transmission – with all the commanders of the Federation Fifth 

Fleet, including COMFEDFIFTHFLT Vice Admiral Penji Fil aboard his flagship USS Dauntless and Fleet Liaison 

with Starfleet Command back on Earth Vice Admiral Kalin Kale.  The holograms of each commander appeared in a 

circle around the master systems console at the center of Ops, the only other real people taking part in the meeting in 

person besides Raiajh being Captain Cathryn Pearson as commanding officer of the USS Corsair and Captain Jason 

Shown of the USS Arizona, whose Prometheus-class starship was also moored in port in the station’s spacedock. 

 “The latest intelligence report places another half dozen warbirds loyal to T’K’Lon in orbit of the colony 

and in the vicinity of the Bharani system,” reported Raiajh.  “That brings the total to ten warbirds, though it seems 

there are always at least one or two traveling back and forth between Rihannsu space and the AOR.” 

 “T’K’Lon is being serious about this occupation of the Elehu colony,” Fleet Captain Peter J. Koester of the 

USS Dauntless remarked. 

 “I still do not see how this is our problem,” Captain Raymond Salamone of the USS Lexington pointed out.  

“I would think this is an internal Romulan affair.  What do we care if one faction of the Romulan government or the 

other is in control of a couple of Romulan colonies in the area of space we’re exploring?” 

 “Because our relations with the new Romulan government are improving even as our conflicts with 

T’K’Lon and his warlords continue to increase,” Admiral Kale’s holographic representation stated.  “T’K’Lon is 

going to use any tool at his disposal to further undermine the legitimate Romulan government, and if that includes 

creating conflict with the Federation out in the Fifth Fleet’s AOR, he’s going to attempt it.  But my main concern 

right now is the status of the colony’s civilian population.  When the Romulans established their colonies in our 

AOR over the last couple of years, Starfleet agreed to maintain the peace and safety of their populations.  That 

agreement still stands.  Elehu was just starting to become fully self sufficient, but they still required supplies your 

civilian merchant ships and the occasional Fleet starship was transporting.  What’s going to happen to those people 

if T’K’Lon seals the system and refuses to allow any more supplies through to the colony?” 

 “Can the Romulan government intervene somehow to make sure supply shipments continue to get 

through?” Captain K’Lith Baber of the USS Sun Tzu asked. 

 “I’ve been in contact with Commander T’Lees, our link with the new Romulan government,” Admiral Fil 

said.  “Unfortunately, there is no official diplomatic contact between the Romulan and Rihannsu governments – 

mainly because each considers the other to have illegally seceded from their own government – so Praetor Talik 

cannot lodge any type of formal protest.  On behalf of the Praetor and in accordance with our agreement, T’Lees has 

officially requested Federation aid in dealing with this situation.” 



 “What do you propose, Admiral?” Captain K’danz of the USS Bellerophon asked. 

 “I’ve discussed the situation with Fleet Captain Koester and his senior officers, and we agree that a 

blockade of the Bharani system is the only currently viable option,” Fil replied. 

 “Blockade?” Captain Shown asked.  “Admiral, in the last two centuries the Romulans – and the Rihannsu 

by extension – have pretty much perfected cloaking technology.  How do less than a dozen Federation starships 

blockade an entire star system when the opposition can simply pass right by us under a cloak of invisibility?” 

 “I may have an answer to that,” Captain Parker said.  “My chief science officer, Commander Tredworth, 

and the twins have been experimenting with the technology the Federation blockade fleet used during the Klingon 

Civil War two decades ago.” 

 “A tachyon net?” Captain Amanda Tomkins of the USS Triton asked.  “Correct me if I’m wrong, Jo Ann, 

but didn’t that particular blockade require something like forty starships to accomplish; and even then, the Romulan 

resupply ships still almost slipped across the border?” 

 “The tachyon net that Commander Tredworth, Karandar, and Tehanu have been working on is a little 

different,” Parker said with a smile.  “Besides the tachyon net, the system incorporates a series of ionic pulses that 

are designed to deactivate and shut down Romulan-style cloaking devices and warp drive.  If a Romulan or 

Rihannsu ship tries to run the blockade, they will become visible as well as be detected by the tachyon net.  And as a 

result of the new technology, it will only take eight starships to cover and blockade the entire Bharani system.” 

 “That leaves one starships in reserve, and we don’t even have to pull the Proud Vengeance back from 

whatever the Klingon High Command has them doing these days.  Good.  How quickly can each ship have this 

technology installed,” Admiral Kale asked. 

 “If we can get all the participating vessels together – say in orbit of Kos’Karii perhaps, where they would 

be much closer to Elehu and not need to come all the way back to Home Plate and then out to Sector 50113 again – 

we can be ready to go with this in five days, maybe less,” Fil stated. 

 “Then on behalf of Starfleet Command, consider this plan approved,” Kale said.  “Will we have any 

problems with the Klingons letting us modify our ships in orbit over their colony?” 

 “I’ll contact the new governor of Kos’Karii,” Raiajh said.  “I’m sure he won’t object, especially once I 

explain our intent is to keep the Rihannsu out of the AOR.” 

 “Better send a hyperspace communique to General Ke’reth as well,” advised Captain William McLeod, 

commanding officer of the USS Besiege.  “Just so he knows what’s going on.  He may decide to bring the 

Vengeance in on this operation himself.” 

 “Consider it done,” Raiajh agreed. 

 

* * * * 

 

 The eight Federation starships that would make up the tachyon blockade net: USS Dauntless, USS 

Lexington, USS Sarek, USS Besiege, USS Bellerophon, USS Triton, USS Sun Tzu, and USS Arizona moved close to 

the Bharani system, spreading out at the system’s edge, taking up positions around, above, and below the system’s 

plane of the ecliptic in a roughly diamond shape with a diameter of ten million kilometers from point to point.  Long 

range sensor scans of Bharani III indicated eight warbirds in orbit over the Elehu Colony and two warbirds running 

outside the system – one approaching and the other departing, though they appeared to be ignoring the Federation 

ships for the moment. 

 On the bridge of the Dauntless, Fleet Captain Peter J. Koester received the word that everything was 

prepared from his science officer, then turned to look at Admiral Fil, who sat in the VIP seat to the left of the 

command chair. 

 “All ships report they are in position and ready to deploy the net, Admiral.” 

 Fil sighed to himself.  It seemed that in the time since being placed in overall command of the Fifth Fleet, 

he was ordering one extreme measure after another – from the reception of Romulan refugees following the 

destruction of Romulus, to the declaration of war against the Kairn Empire, to the current ‘Cold War’ against the 

Rihannsu – with no end in sight.  The commissioning of Starbase 719 and the opening of the Fifth Fleet Area of 



Responsibility was supposed to herald a new Golden Age of Exploration for the Federation.  Instead, it seemingly 

opened only new avenues for conflict. 

 After several seconds of introspection, the Catullan Admiral looked up at his flagship’s commanding 

officer and said, “Deploy the net, Captain.  And wish the fleet good luck and the hopes that we won’t be doing this 

for too long.” 

 “Aye, Admiral,” Koester replied before looking over at his new chief of security at the tactical console.  

“Commander Kyler, open a frequency to the fleet.” 

 “Hailing frequencies open, Captain,” Kyler Saya, the petite Bajoran/El-Aurian woman acknowledged. 

 “Dauntless to Task Group 22.3.  Activate tachyon net and initiate blockade of the Bharani system.  All 

vessels acknowledge.”  He then looked over toward the mission ops console, where Chief of the Boat Pono Kyman 

activated the Dauntless’ tachyon and ionic pulse generators, then monitored the formation of the net surrounding the 

system. 

 “Tachyon net activated and stable, Skipper,” Kyman reported almost a minute later. 

 “Very well, COB.  Now I guess we just sit here and...” 

 “Captain!” Commander Kyler exclaimed.  “The warbird heading out of the system has turned on a direct 

course toward the Dauntless.” 

 Koester looked at Admiral Fil and said, “We knew they would confront us eventually.  Probably want to 

see what we’re actually doing out here.” 

 “Remember, Captain.  Do not fire unless fired upon,” Fil reminded. 

 “Don’t worry, Penji.  I still remember the rules of engagement.”  He then looked at Kyler again and said, 

“Put the approaching warbird on screen, Commander.” 

 Kyler acknowledged the order.  A moment later the main viewer blinked to the image of the distant dark-

green warbird quickly approaching the Dauntless. 

 “We’re being hailed, Captain,” announced Lt Commander Tom Riker from his position at ops. 

 “On screen.” 

 The viewer blinked again, this time to the image of the inside of a warbird bridge.  At the center sat a 

female commander, wearing the increasingly familiar deep purple uniform of the Rihannsu Imperial Fleet. 

 “Federations starship, you are intruding into Rihannsu space.  Depart immediately or you will be 

destroyed,” the commander announced. 

 “Rom... (ahem)  Rihannsu Commander,” Koester responded.  “This is Fleet Captain Peter J. Koester in 

command of Starfleet Task Group 22.3.  Our fleet is located beyond the edge of the Bharani star system and is 

therefore in unaligned space.  We are enforcing a legally implemented blockade of this system.  No vessels other 

than civilian ships delivering supplies to the civilian population of the Elehu Colony will be allowed into or out of 

the system until the Rihannsu occupation is withdrawn.” 

 “Foolish human,” the Rihannsu woman said with scorn.  “Do you honestly believe a handful of Federation 

starship will be able to stop Imperial warbirds equipped with cloaking devices?” 

 “If you believe your technological advantage so superior, Commander, then why waste your time taunting 

me?” Koester mocked back.  The Rihannsu commander glared at Koester angrily for a moment before cutting off 

her transmission. 

 “Captain, warbird is cloaking,” Kyler announced. 

 “Now comes the test,” Koester commented to the bridge in general and Admiral Fil in particular.  He then 

added, “Stay sharp.  They may try and take the fight right to us, or they may try and pass through the net undetected.  

Either way, that warbird doesn’t pass us!” 

 It took several minutes, but eventually Chief Kyman called out, “Skipper, detecting a tear in the net, 

bearing 266 mark 9; range thirty six thousand kilometers.” 

 “Riker, place that area on screen,” Koester ordered. 

 The image, which only a few minutes earlier had shown the interior of a Rihannsu bridge, displayed the 

stars of distant space.  A moment later, a large dark-green double-hulled vessel faded in and out several times before 

finally becoming fully visible – its engines going dark seconds later.  The warbird started to drift. 



 “I would call that a successful test,” Koester remarked, impressed with the results. 

 “Cap’n, th’ Romulan vessel’s power core has shut down,” announced chief science officer Alasdair 

Wallace.  “They’re operatin’ on reserve power at th’ moment.” 

 “Commander Kyler, deploy the Merrimack and two Peregrines to tow the Rihannsu vessel back toward 

‘Rihannsu space’ in orbit of Bharani III” Koester ordered.  “Then alert the fleet.  Now that Commander Maiek is 

aware of what he and his ships are up against, they may come at us with more force.”  Then to the admiral and the 

rest of the crew he said, “We may as well hunker down.  We may be here a while.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Personal log, stardate 67269.3; Penji Fil recording: 

It has been several weeks since the blockade of the Bharani system went into effect, and 

the civilian cargo vessels closely associated with the Federation Fifth Fleet – the Pariah, 

the Wildcat, the Erstwhile, and the Cassandra – have made multiple trips between 

Starbase 719 and the Elehu Colony to deliver necessary supplies.  They have reported 

deteriorating conditions in the colony as hardships begin to set in and rationing of 

supplies occurs.  Even the old Romulan ship Graceful Flyer has made a couple of 

voyages through the blockade to deliver needed supplies, though only uncloaked and 

under the personal flag of Commander Johannes Spaak, in spite of Commander Jarvok 

and his crew being threatened with arrest on several occasions by Maiek – who now calls 

himself Governor of Elehu.  No Rihannsu vessels have attempted to run our blockade – 

either in or out – since the first warbird was rendered inoperative the day the tachyon net 

was activated and the few transiting toward the system from Rihannsu space have turned 

back around, at least for the time being. 

In the meantime, word has filtered out of Panmunjom that the Rihannsu have approached 

the Kairn Empire with proposals of alliance.  If such an alliance were to occur, it could 

completely change the balance of power in this region of the galaxy.  However, my 

sources have informed me the Kairn are even less trusting of the Romulans and Rihannsu 

than they are of the Federation, though they have left the door open to future 

negotiations. 

I only hope this situation is resolved quickly. 

 

 

 The weekly meeting of the fleet commanders via holographic channels was taking place in Ops aboard 

Starbase 719 once again.  The meetings had started getting routine, with only the hope that the Rihannsu would soon 

decide to pull out of the Bharani system keeping morale at an acceptable level. 

 “Latest news from the San Francisco,” Admiral Raiajh announced as the next item on the agenda.  She then 

turned to the holographic representation of Admiral Kale and said, “Kalin?” 

 Kalin Kale looked around at the fleet commanders seemingly surrounding him and said, “The Rihannsu 

Star Empire formally lodged a protest against your blockade of the Bharani system with the Federation Council.” 

 “And what was the Council’s response, Admiral?” Captain K’danz asked. 

 “The official response from the Council was that the Fifth Fleet’s presence around the Bharani system is in 

response to a request from the legitimate Romulan government, since they presently cannot spare any vessel of their 

own to perform a nominal blockade of their colony system against an occupying force.” 

 “And the unofficial response?” Admiral Raiajh asked. 

 “They told T’K’Lon to go take a flying leap,” Kale responded with a smile, prompting some chuckles from 

the other fleet commanders around the master systems console. 



 “What happens now?” Captain Tomkins asked.  “My crew is on edge.  In spite of the fact we’re not doing 

much, the pressure of this mission is starting to show.” 

 “I agree,” said Captain Baber.  “This assignment is at the same time boring and highly stressful.” 

 “I think the Rihannsu are starting to realize they’ve backed themselves into a corner,” Admiral Fil said. 

 “Hans Spaak has reported the civilian council on Elehu have managed to keep the Rihannsu military from 

confiscating the majority of the supplies we are shipping to them, so the military is starting to run low on necessary 

items to maintain their occupation of the planet, but at a severe cost to the colonists,” Raiajh stated.  “He thinks the 

colonists can hold out just a little longer than the military can without resupply and reinforcements, but not by 

much.” 

 “The Rihannsu Star Empire is surrounded on almost all sides by what they consider enemy governments...  

The Federation, the Klingons, their Romulan cousins,” Fil explained.  “This attempt to occupy and control Elehu 

may have stretched them to their breaking point.  I have a feeling we’re going to see something happen in the next 

few days, and I’m hoping what we see is a withdrawal from Bharani and overtures of peace to their neighbors.” 

 “That may be too much to ask,” said Captain Salamone.  “I would be happy with just a complete 

withdrawal.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several days later, Captain Raymond Salamone was sitting in the command chair on the bridge of his 

starship, his still-relatively new first officer – Commander Vincent Schivelli – talking about maintenance that 

needed to be done to the tractor emitter that had been used most often to project the tachyon net for the last several 

weeks. 

 “If we don’t get a chance to shut down the system soon, the power leads are going to melt into goo and be 

totally useless,” Schivelli remarked.  “Chief Engineer Solkuv has advised me we need at least a full 24 hours down-

time to complete the work the system requires.  And that’s on top of all the usual day to day wear and tear.  We’re 

going to need several weeks yard work following this assignment.” 

 “The Lexington is an old girl, Commander,” Salamone remarked.  “She was launched in 2364 and has had 

only one major overhaul in twenty five years.  Engineer Solkuv can perform his maintenance once we get relieved 

for a few days by the Corsair.  And once this assignment is complete, I’m going to put in a request with Admiral 

Raiajh to schedule a full and complete overhaul of the ship.  We’re going to be spending the better part of a year in 

port at Starbase 719 once we...” 

 “Captain!” interrupted Lt Lutzky, the starship’s tactical officer.  “Long range sensors are detecting a small 

fleet of Romulan... probably Rihannsu actually... ships approaching the system at low warp.  If they remain in their 

current course, they will pass within fifty kilometers of our current position.” 

 “Any idea what they are?” Salamone asked.  “Warships?  Supply ships?” 

 “It appears to be a mixture of both, four warbirds, eight supply transports.  Shields are raised and the lead 

ship in the group is displaying an unusual energy signature, but disruptors and torpedo tubes are currently unarmed.” 

 Salamone addressed his operations officer as he said, “Lieutenant, signal Admiral Fil aboard the flagship 

and inform him of what we have detected.  Then sound yellow alert.  Unless the Romulans come to a complete stop 

before crossing our barrier, we may have to take offensive action.  Lieutenant Lutzky, load forward torpedo bays 

and arm primary phaser banks.  Prepare to fire a shot across their bow if we need to get their attention.” 

 “Phasers and photon torpedoes standing by,” Lutzky responded. 

 Within moments, the Rihannsu ships became visible on the Lexington’s main viewscreen as they dropped 

out of warp. 

 “The fleet is spreading out, supply ships being protected by the warbirds,” Lutzky reported.  “They appear 

to be reacting to our arming weapons.” 

 “The Romulans know we won’t fire unless fired upon,” Salamone remarked.  “I think they just want to see 

how close they can get without us reacting.” 



 “Captain, I have been analyzing that unusual energy signature Mister Lutzky detected,” Yun, the ops 

officer said.  “It seems to be a high-energy plasma signature.  Perhaps the Rihannsu are experimenting with a new 

type of power core that won’t be shut down as easily by our ionic pulse as their standard singularity core?” 

 “Keep me apprised,” Salamone ordered. 

 Seconds ticked by and the Rihannsu ships relentlessly approached the Nebula-class USS Lexington. 

 “Don’t fire ‘til you see the whites of their eyes,” Commander Schivelli joked.  “That came from the Battle 

of Lexington, didn’t it?” 

 “That was the Battle of Bunker Hill, Commander,” Salamone corrected.  “At Lexington it was ‘The British 

are coming!  The British are coming!’  Not quite the same here against the Romulans.” 

 “History was never my strong suit at the Academy,” Schivelli remarked with a grin, which was unfortunate 

as it might have helped the Lexington crew realize what was about to happen next. 

 “Lead Rihannsu ship is maneuvering toward us, Captain!” Lutzky reported. 

 “Stand by phasers and torpedoes!” 

 Without any warning, the nose of the lead warbird glowed brightly before releasing a highly-charged 

cohesive plasma stream at nearly the speed of light.  An improved design of the weapon carried aboard the Romulan 

Birds-of-Prey in the mid-23
rd

 century, the plasma torpedo quickly crossed the gap between the Rihannsu ship and 

the Lexington.  There was little the Lexington crew could do before the plasma torpedo enveloped and collapsed the 

starship’s shields, then cut right through the hull of the Nebula-class starship like a hot knife through butter! 

 

* * * * 

 

 Aboard the Dauntless, Admiral Fil emerged from the turbolift onto the bridge, stepping toward where 

Koester sat in the center seat.  “What’s happening, Captain?” he asked 

 “We just received word from the Lexington that a small convoy of supply ships under the protection of 

several warbirds is approaching the system in their sector.  They are employing standard protocols to warn the 

Rihannsu off.” 

 Fil turned to look at the main viewscreen, which currently displayed a tactical diagram of the Bharani 

system overlaid with a graphic depiction of the invisible tachyon net being projected between each of the Federation 

ships.  In the distance almost half-way across the star system, several Rihannsu emblems representing the enemy 

convoy slowly approached the Starfleet delta with the designation ‘NCC-61832.’ 

 “This is the Rihannsu’s first attempt to breech the blockade since the day the tachyon net was deployed,” 

Fil commented.  “I guess we get to see just how much resolve T’K’Lon’s fleet has to...” 

 The admiral was struck silent when the designator for the Lexington started blinking, immediately followed 

by a hole opening and growing larger in the tachyon field starting in the location where the Lexington was located. 

 “Skipper!  Registering a hole in the tachyon net!” reported Chief Kyman from mission ops.  “I think the 

Lexington just stopped projecting her area of the field.  We’re losing almost an eighth of the net right where the 

Rihannsu ships are approaching.  There’s nothing in the way to stop them now.” 

 “No!” Koester exclaimed, getting out of his chair as he saw the designator for the Lexington on the tactical 

display stop blinking and disappear entirely.  He then spun on Kyler and shouted, “Confirm Lexington’s location!  

Did we just lose an entire ship?” 

 Kyler Saya’s fingers danced across her console as she compared sensor readings and other indications. 

 “Confirm the Lexington is still there, Captain,” the petite and young looking Bajoran/El-Aurian woman 

reported. 

 “Good,” said Fil.  “Hail Captain Salamone and find out why his sector of the tachyon net is down and have 

him get his equipment back up and running again.  Then start relocating the rest of the task group to cover the gap 

until then.” 

 “Admiral, I’m not detecting any energy signatures coming from the Lexington,” Kyler reported.  She then 

looked at Koester, her eyes displaying both shock and sadness.  “No life signs either.  I think they’re all dead.” 

 “On screen!” Koester ordered, his own voice strained.  “Maximum magnification!” 



 The viewscreen replaced the tactical display of the solar system with the distant view of what remained of 

the USS Lexington.  One of the warbird escorts was maneuvering close to the Federation starship, and as the 

Dauntless crew watched, locked a tractor beam on the hull and started dragging it toward the third planet of the 

system.  A huge hole directly through the hull right about where the bridge had once been still sparked where 

exposed plasma conduits spilled their last remaining energy into the vacuum of space.  The bridge crew could not 

make out any escape pods or life boats in the vicinity. 

 “How...?” Fil started to ask in shock. 

 “I detected a plassssma disssscharge originating from the lead Rihannssssu warbird jusssst prior to the 

Lexington’ssss desssstruction, Captain,” reported Ensign Karr’rinak, the Kairn ‘exchange officer’ manning the 

science console to the right of Kyler. 

 “A plasma torpedo?” Fil asked, looking toward the large reptilian being for confirmation. 

 “A what?” Koester asked, looking at the admiral in confusion. 

 Fil explained, “Back in my original time period, in the mid to late 23
rd

 century, the Romulans experimented 

with a weapon that fired a cohesive plasma charge.  It was devastating against stationary targets – cutting right 

through shields, metal, even solid rock a kilometer thick.  They used it to destroy several of the original Earth 

outposts along the Neutral Zone while testing the Federation’s resolve when I was a kid in 2266 after a century-long 

period of isolation.  But it had a major weakness that made it impractical in battle.  But it was that era’s Bird-of-

Prey’s primary weapon, and when used against another ship it proved to have a limited range.  A Federation starship 

could simply warp away if the crew could react fast enough.” 

 “Looks like Captain Salamone and his crew didn’t have enough time to react,” Kyler remarked.  “They 

probably thought they were in no danger when they didn’t detect standard disruptors or torpedoes armed on those 

warbirds, and they let the Rihannsu get too close.” 

 Koester looked at Admiral Fil, his face angry and barely able to control it. 

 “Orders, Admiral?” he asked. 

 “Advise the Task Group: do not let any non-Federation vessels approach within 500,000 kilometers.  

Maintain current positions.  I need to get some advice from Starfleet Command.”  Fil then turned, without another 

word, and left the bridge of the Dauntless. 

 Koester, still unable to fully believe what had just happened, looked back at the viewscreen, where the 

twelve Rihannsu ships resumed their journey toward Elehu as they dragged the battered and lifeless hull of the 

Lexington along with them. 

 

* * * * 

 

 In the wake of the Lexington’s destruction, the Fifth Fleet Task Group extended their patrol around the 

Bharani system to twenty million kilometers – doubling the distance from the primary star – and took down their 

net.  Under the circumstances, it was better to patrol the extreme edge of the system and report on the comings and 

goings of the Rihannsu fleet than to risk losing another Federation starship trying to prevent movement in and out of 

the system. 

 Two days later, shortly after the arrival of the Imperial Romulan Warbird Vedrex, Admiral Fil called a 

meeting of the fleet commanders in one of the Dauntless’ main holodecks.  All the captains of the Task Group – 

including new arrival Captain Cathryn Pearson of the Defiant-class USS Corsair – gathered around the admiral, 

Fleet Captain Koester, and Commander T’Lees of the IRW Vedrex – the only three ‘real’ people in the holodeck – as 

he explained the current situation. 

 “I have received confirmation from Commander T’Lees that T’K’Lon’s ships managed to deliver soldiers 

and military equipment to Elehu.  The colony is now under complete military occupation, and there is little we can 

do to change that,” Fil stated.  “It appears the Rihannsu are in the system to stay.” 

 “Is there any way we could drive them away?” T’Lees asked, her face a mask of worry, knowing several of 

her relatives were among the colonists now suffering at the hands of the Rihannsu.  “Perhaps I can convince Praetor 

Talik to spare several warbirds for such an operation as long as...” 



 “Commander,” Admiral Raiajh cut in.  “T’K’Lon’s forces have dug in on the surface of Bharani III.  It 

would take a major orbital bombardment to drive their military forces away from the colony, and that would be 

predicated on a successful battle in orbit to drive off or disable a good dozen or so Rihannsu warbirds.  Now, even 

assuming we can convince General Ke’reth to participate in such a battle and you manage to bring in another 

handful of Romulan warships, the odds of our ships winning such a lop-sided fight are minimal.  Add to that the 

damage and destruction the colony on the surface would suffer, not to mention the number of potential civilian 

casualties either from direct fire of in retaliation by T’K’Lon’s forces makes such an endeavor impractical and 

inadvisable.” 

 T’Lees looked like she would protest Raiajh’s interpretation, then thought better of it. 

 “I suppose you’re right,” she finally admitted.  “An attempted invasion would not be an efficient use of 

resources, given the distance from Romulan space and other factors.  And another opportunity will come some day.  

Of that I am sure.  T’K’Lon will drop his guard at some point, and we can move in when that opportunity arises.  

I’m just going to have to convince the Senate that we need to station more ships in the vicinity of the Vorte colony – 

both as a staging ground to take advantage of any opportunities that may arise and to prevent T’K’Lon from doing 

there what they’ve done here on Elehu.” 

 Koester nodded his agreement at T’Lees’ suggestion, then looked at Fil.  “Orders, Admiral?” he asked. 

 “For the time being, we maintain patrols in sector 50113 using our sector defense ships: the Besiege, the 

Corsair, and the Arizona.  The rest of the Fifth Fleet returns to its normal operations for the time being until I hear 

otherwise.  Just don’t go out of your way to confront any Rihannsu ships transiting between Elehu and their home 

space.” 

 “What about the supply ships?” asked Captain Pearson.  “Will the Rihannsu still allow us to send the 

Wildcat, Pariah, and the other ships we’ve been using to keep the colony adequately supplied?  After all, I doubt 

‘Emperor’ T’K’Lon will be willing to spare the resources it would require to provide for a colony that had not yet 

reached self-sufficiency.” 

 “Especially considering the route his ships would need to take to reach Sector 50113 without entering 

either Romulan or Federation space,” added Captain Shown of the Arizona. 

 “That’s not up to us,” Fil replied.  “Though I’m sure Admiral Raiajh is still willing to let Starbase 719 

continue to be the primary hub for humanitarian shipments to Elehu if allowed.  Right, Val?” 

 “Of course,” Raiajh confirmed.  “The Pariah is loading a new shipment as we speak, though I have not 

given Hans clearance to depart the station... yet.” 

 “Good.  Stand by to stand by.  I have just one last thing before we all sign off,” Fil added when it looked 

like most of the commanders were ready to adjourn their meeting.  “We lost a lot of good people in the last several 

days.  I know the days and weeks ahead will continue to be difficult, but we need to take the time to remember those 

we lost.  I’m organizing a memorial service for the crew of the Lexington to be held in the main shuttlebay aboard 

the Sarek tomorrow evening.  I would like representation from each of our ships there.” 

 “Of course, Admiral,” was the general consensus among the fleet commanders, except for Raiajh. 

 “I wish I could be there to participate,” the Vulcan/Deltan woman remarked.  “The Starbase will be holding 

its own service simultaneously.  I already have Commander Quintero and Lieutenant Pel working on the 

arrangements in the botanical garden.  I know the Lexington wasn’t part of our fleet for very long, but we’re going to 

add a memorial stone to our Garden of Remembrance that was established in our botanical section right after the 

Kairn War.” 

 “Thank you, Val.  That’s all I have for now,” Fil stated.  “Everyone, dismissed.” 

 One by one, the holographic representations of each starship commander faded away as they ceased 

transmission from their own vessels.  In a matter of moments it was only Penji Fil, Peter Koester, and T’Lees 

standing in the empty holodiode grid of the holodeck. 

 “I’ll escort you back to the transporter room, T’Lees,” Koester said after looking at the silent admiral for a 

moment, gesturing toward the door for the Romulan woman to follow along beside him.  As the holodeck door 

whirred shut, Fil was left alone in the empty room with only his personal thoughts. 

 



* * * * 

 

Admiral’s log, stardate 67296.7: 

T’K’Lon’s occupying force in the Elehu colony has been less cooperative than hoped.  

Under military rule, the civilian colonists have begun suffering more than at any time 

since the destruction of Romulus with word of food shortages becoming common and 

most civilians confined to their homes – unable to tend their crops or maintain the colony 

– all in order to prevent any type of uprising against the occupation force.  And rather 

than even pretend to be gracious and accept the humanitarian aid the Federation has 

offered, the only vessel aside from Rihannsu military ships the occupation force will 

allow to enter the Bharani system is the old Romulan warbird Graceful Flyer – converted 

over to a cargo carrier but incapable of carrying all the supplies the Romulan colony 

needs.  Metric tons of supplies sit idle in the storage bays aboard Starbase 719 and the 

Elehu colony is literally starving to death, and I am helpless to do anything about it. 

Fil, out. 

 

 

 Fleet Captain Koester approached the office Admiral Fil used aboard the Dauntless, padd in hand.  He 

paused before the office door, taking a deep breath before pressing the chime.  The door opened immediately after 

he pressed the button and the captain stepped inside, where a First Class Petty Officer sat behind the small desk. 

 “What can I do for you, Captain?” Petty Officer John Messer asked, looking up at Koester. 

 “New report on the situation on Elehu,” Koester replied, motioning with the padd.  “Something the Admiral 

will want to see when he has the opportunity.” 

 “Admiral Fil isn’t busy at the moment.  I’m sure he’ll see you now.”  The petty officer moved to touch the 

control that would open the inner door, then paused and looked at Koester again.  “The Admiral has been very quiet 

since we departed the Bharani system, Captain.  Almost too quiet.  I think this latest mission took a great toll on 

him.” 

 “On all of us, Petty Officer Messer,” Koester remarked.  “But it was Admiral Fil and Admiral Raiajh who 

suggested and pushed for the Romulan refugees that had reached Starbase 719 to build a colony of their own out 

here.  I believe he feels responsible for what has happened on Elehu.” 

 The door to the admiral’s inner office swished open and Vice Admiral Penji Fil was standing in the open 

door. 

 “I thought I heard voices out here,” the admiral remarked, sounding irritable.  “What can I do for you, 

Peter?” 

 “I have a status report for you, Penji,” Koester replied.  “Regarding Elehu.” 

 A look of pain quickly passed behind the Catullan man’s eyes before he looked at Koester’s face and 

simply said, “Come in.” 

 Koester entered the admiral’s inner office and waited for the door to swish shut behind him.  He then 

handed the padd to the admiral, who had sat down behind his desk, and said, “The Graceful Flyer just returned to 

the station after their first supply run to the colony.  What they described upon their return was very disturbing.  The 

entire colony has been turned into – for lack of a better word – a re-education camp.  And the entire time Jarvok’s 

crew was there the new military governor kept threatening to place them under arrest for treason against the 

Emperor and seizure of their ship.”  As Koester spoke, Fil reviewed the status report file, which included brief 

visuals of the conditions of the Romulan colony on Bharani III.  The first image was a viewscreen recording of the 

hulk of the Lexington, in orbit above Elehu like some kind of monument as small work craft dismantled what major 

systems remained for any intelligence value. Other recordings from the surface of the planet showed the colony 

looked nothing like it had prior to the arrival of the Rihannsu fleet weeks earlier.  Large walls had been built around 



the colony perimeter to entrap the populous, much like the Sanctuary Districts built in the major cities of North 

America in the early 21
st
 century.  In one scene – obviously recorded with a hidden camera of some kind – a teen-

aged Romulan boy attempted to scale the wall to escape into the wilderness outside the colony, only to be shot in the 

back by pursuing Rihannsu security, his lifeless body falling back inside the wall to be unceremoniously dragged 

away.  It reminded Fil of history texts and vids he had learned about the first time he attended the Academy 

regarding what had been known as the Berlin Wall on Earth.  Meanwhile, Koester continued, “While the threats may 

be intended to scare Jarvok and his crew from continuing their mission to transport supplies, I firmly suspect if the 

Vedrex had been the ship allowed to transport humanitarian aid to Elehu, Maiek wouldn’t have hesitated to 

confiscate the ship and we would never see Commander T’Lees or her crew ever again.  I recommend extreme 

caution in regards to sending any further ships and supplies to the Bharani system.” 

 “Yet without those supplies, the colonists will starve,” Fil stated.  “Winter on the continent where the 

colony was built will be arriving soon.” 

 “We have to weigh the risks in what we’re doing, Penji,” Koester remarked. 

 “Thank you, Captain,” Fil said, deactivating the padd and tossing it on his desk before turning away and 

activating his computer monitor.  Koester stood in place for a moment, unsure if he had been dismissed or not.  

Finally he spoke once more. 

 “What is Starfleet going to do about this, Penji?” he asked.  “Obviously we can’t simply let the Rihannsu 

keep their foothold on our territory!  History has shown that the Romulans – or Rihannsu in this case – regard any 

show of weakness or indecision as an opportunity to attack.” 

 Fil looked back up at Koester again, a barely contained rage lighting his eyes. 

 “For now, there is nothing we can do.  But as Commander T’Lees said, someday – perhaps soon – T’K’Lon 

will make a mistake.  We need to be ready to take advantage of that opportunity when it arises.”  A new 

determination appeared within Fil as he activated his intercom and said, “Petty Officer Messer.  I’m going to draft a 

message to Romulan Praetor Talik.  I want it copied and sent to Admiral Kale in San Francisco as well.” 

 “Aye, Admiral,” Messer replied.  “Standing by.” 

 Fil looked at Koester once more and said, “We’re going to be ready.  No matter what.” 

 “Yes, Admiral,” Koester replied with a determined smile. 

 

The End ...for now. 


